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Disappearance of GPIb

ABSTRACT

Objectives: Several investigators have reported decreased expression of glycoprotein Ib on the platelet surface during coronary artery bypass grafting, but others could not confirm this finding. Because platelet glycoprotein Ib functions as an adhesion receptor for von Willebrand Factor and other adhesive proteins, this decreased expression may explain excessive postoperative blood loss. In this study the expression of glycoprotein Ib and other platelet activation markers were studied in the systemic and pericardial blood of seven patients undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting. Pericardial blood was recently shown to have high activation levels of fibrinolytic and coagulation pathways; we hypothesized that this local blood activation might be paralleled by extensive platelet activation and associated disappearance of glycoprotein Ib.

Methods: Expression of platelet surface antigens was determined by whole-blood double-label flow cytometry.

Results: Glycoprotein Ib expression in systemic blood decreased 10% (p = 0.03) from preoperative levels at the start of cardiopulmonary bypass and 30% (p = 0.04) before release of the aortic crossclamp. Expression in pericardial blood at these times decreased by 50% and 51%, respectively (p = 0.003, p = 0.009). No changes were observed in the expression of the platelet activation antigens CD62P (P-selectin, indicating platelet α-granular release) and CD63 (indicating lysosomal release) or in binding of monoclonal antibody PAC-1 (detecting the fibrinogen-binding receptor conformation of the glycoprotein IIb-IIIa complex).

Conclusion: Glycoprotein Ib disappeared from the platelet surface during bypass grafting, most notably in pericardial blood. No increased expression of CD62P, CD63, or PAC-1 was found, indicating the absence of general platelet activation.
INTRODUCTION

During cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) the patient’s blood is in extensive contact with the artificial surface of the extracorporeal circuit. This contact results in activation of the factor XII-dependent contact system and thus both the coagulation cascade and the fibrinolytic system. Recent improvements in the biocompatibility of the extracorporeal circuit, such as the composition of synthetic materials, membrane oxygenators, and heparin coatings, have resulted in considerably less blood activation. Despite these improvements, however, excessive postoperative blood loss remains one of the major complications of cardiac operations. These bleeding disorders are thought to be caused at least in part by impairment of platelet function. Several investigators have demonstrated that the platelet-specific glycoprotein (GP) Ib, an important adhesion receptor, disappears from the platelet surface during CPB. GPIb is the receptor for von Willebrand factor, a protein that mediates the interaction between platelets and proteins such as collagen in the exposed subendothelium of a damaged vessel wall. A decreased expression of GPIb has therefore been suggested to lead to a decreased adhesive capacity and thus to result in prolonged bleeding and excessive blood loss. This hypothesis has been confirmed by the finding that administration of aprotinin, a bovine protein that acts as a nonselective inhibitor of serine proteases, prevented the disappearance of GPIb and simultaneously reduced the blood loss and the use of blood products during CPB. Several investigators could not demonstrate the disappearance of GPIb, however, and decreased expression of GPIb in systemic blood therefore remains under debate.

Boisclair and coworkers demonstrated that coagulation is initiated during CPB not only by the contact between blood and the extracorporeal circuit but also through a tissue factor-factor VII dependent pathway. More recently, direct evidence was provided that the expression of tissue factor is enhanced in the surgical wound and that the extrinsic coagulation cascade becomes activated. In the surgical wound, blood oozes from damaged vessels and makes extensive contact with the damaged vessel wall and underlying tissues. This blood accumulates in the pericardial cavity, from which it is removed by suction. Periodically the pericardial blood is returned into the patient. Thus, whereas previous studies suggested that blood is activated predominantly by contact
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activation, more recent studies indicate that the contribution of the material-independent pathway of blood activation - the operation itself - may be of much greater importance than previously thought.\textsuperscript{12,13} Our aim in this study was to establish whether the expression of GPIb is indeed reduced in patients undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting, whether this is associated with extensive general platelet activation, and whether these phenomena are present in both systemic and, perhaps more considerably, pericardial blood.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Clinical study.** This study was approved by the Local Ethical Committee. After informed consent was obtained, seven patients undergoing elective coronary artery bypass grafting entered the study. No patient was older than 85 years or had evidence of severe heart failure, renal or hepatic dysfunction, or a bleeding diathesis. No patient was treated with coumarin derivatives, aspirin, dipyridamole, or nonsteroidal antiinflammatory agents within 5 days before the operation. The study patients did not receive antifibrinolytic agents or aprotinin during CPB.

**CPB and anesthesia.** Anesthesia was induced and maintained with weight-related doses of fentanyl, sufentanil, midazolam, or propofol and pancuronium. The extracorporeal circuit consisted of a Dideco D704 compac flow system oxygenator and S3 rollerpump (Stöckert, Munich, Germany). The priming of the extracorporeal circuit contained lactated Ringer's solution (1.3 L), human albumin (200 ml 20% weight/volume), mannitol (100 ml 20% weight/volume), sodium hydrogen carbonate (50 ml 8.4% weight/volume), heparin (50 mg), and cefamandol (2 g). Each patient received dexamethasone (1 mg/kg). Volume was corrected with lactated Ringer's solution. Heparin (3 mg/kg) was given intravenously before cannulation of the aorta and repeated in a dose of 50 mg whenever the activated clotting time (Hemochron; International Technidyne Corp., Edison, N.J.) was shorter than 480 seconds. Pump flows ranged from 2.0 to 2.4 L/m\textsuperscript{2}/min during hypothermia (28° to 32°C). Myocardial protection was achieved with modified St. Thomas' Hospital solution infused in the aortic root. After decannulation heparin was neutralized with protamine sulfate in a 1:1 ratio.
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**Blood acquisition.** All systemic blood samples were drawn from the same central venous line. The blood samples from the pericardial cavity were taken directly from the cavity with a 10 ml syringe. Sampling points were after induction, before skin incision (sample point 1), 5 minutes after the start CPB of (sample point 2), 10 minutes before release of the aortic crossclamp, at the start of the last distal anastomosis (sample point 3), and before protamine administration but after removal of the atrial cannula (sample point 4). Systemic blood samples were taken at sampling points 1 through 4 and samples from the pericardial cavity at 2 through 4. Blood samples were taken simultaneously at each sampling point. The hematocrit of systemic blood decreased from 0.33 ± 0.02 L/L to 0.25 ± 0.05 L/L (sample point 2), 0.22 ± 0.03 L/L (sample point 3), and 0.23 ± 0.02 L/L (sample point 4). This decrease resulted from hemodilution with the priming fluid of the extracorporeal circuit. The hematocrit of pericardial blood samples decreased to 0.21 ± 0.05 L/L (sample point 2), 0.06 ± 0.04 L/L (sample point 3), and 0.20 ± 0.03 L/L (sample point 4). The low hematocrit of pericardial blood at sample point 3 was caused by hemodilution with saline and cardioplegic solution. Although the platelet count closely reflected the changes in hematocrit, this count was not reliable in pericardial blood at sample point 3 because of the low platelet number and the presence of high concentrations of particles or cell fragments, which were erroneously counted as platelets. However, this artifactually increased platelet count did not influence the measurement of the antigen expression on the platelet surface because such measurements were performed only on the particles with GPIb expression (platelet material) and the proper forward and sideward light scatter characteristics of the cell population as assessed by flow cytometry (see the flow cytometric analysis section).

**Monoclonal antibodies.** The following monoclonal antibodies were used in this study. Anti-GPIb (CLB-MB45) was obtained from the Central Laboratory of the Netherlands Red Cross Bloodtransfusion Service, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The antibody is directed against GPIb-α. Anti-GPIb was biotinylated as described by Hnatowich and colleagues.\(^\text{14}\) Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled PAC-1 was provided by Dr. S.J. Shattil, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. This antibody is directed against the fibrinogen-binding conformation of the (activated) GPIIb-IIIa complex.\(^\text{15}\) FITC-labeled anti-CD63 and FITC-labeled anti-CD62P were obtained from
Immunotech, Marseille, France. CD63 is present as a transmembrane protein of lysosomal membranes and is not found on resting platelets. On platelet activation, lysosomal membranes fuse with the cell membrane; concurrent with secretion, CD63 appears on the plasma membrane. CD62P, also called platelet activation-dependent granule-external membrane protein or P-selectin, is a transmembrane protein of α-granules and is, like CD63, not present on resting platelets. Like CD63, it appears concurrently with secretion. Phycoerythrin-conjugated streptavidin was obtained from Dakopatts, Glostrup, Denmark.

**Flow cytometric analysis.** Double-label whole-blood flow cytometry was performed essentially as described by Abrams and colleagues\(^\text{15}\) and Shattil and associates,\(^\text{16}\) with some modifications. Blood was collected in 0.32% trisodium citrate (final concentration). Within 5 minutes after sampling, 5 µl aliquots of blood were added to tubes containing 30 µl N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N-2-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) buffer (137 mmol/L sodium chloride, 2.7 mmol/L potassium chloride, 1.0 mmol/L magnesium chloride, 5.6 mmol/L glucose, 20 mmol/L HEPES, 1 mg/ml albumin, 3.3 mmol/L sodium phosphate, pH 7.4), 5 µl anti-GPIb (5 µg/ml final concentration), and, where indicated, 5 µl of a second FITC-labeled monoclonal antibody directed against CD62P, CD63, or the fibrinogen-binding conformation of the GPIIb-IIIa complex (monoclonal antibody PAC-1). After 15 minutes of incubation at room temperature in the dark, 5 µl tenfold-diluted phycoerythrin-conjugated streptavidin was added. After another 15 minutes of incubation at room temperature in the dark, 2.5 ml HEPES buffer containing 0.2% paraformaldehyde (weight/volume) was added. No changes in the expression of surface antigens occurred within 48 hours after fixation if platelets were prepared according to this protocol (Berckmans RJ, unpublished data). To verify our method of platelet activation analysis by expression of the activation markers, whole blood obtained from healthy volunteers (n = 8) and anticoagulated with 0.10 mmol/L sodium citrate (final concentration) was stimulated with 10 µmol/L adenosine diphosphate in vitro. The mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) for FITC-labeled anti-GPIb decreased from 218 ± 20 to 147 ± 24, MFI for FITC-labeled anti-CD62P increased from 3.6 ± 0.5 to 10.8 ± 4.3, MFI for FITC-labeled anti-CD63 increased from 5.6 ± 0.8 to 9.7 ± 1.5, and MFI for FITC-labeled PAC-1 increased from 11.3 ± 4.2 to 79 ± 32 (mean ± standard
deviation). These data indicate that the procedure used to label and fix the platelets can detect platelet activation by increased antigen expression of activation markers as well as reduced expression of GPIb.

The samples were analyzed in a FACScan flow cytometer with PC-lysis software (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, Calif.). Both forward light scatter and sideward light scatter were set at logarithmic gain, and platelets were found in whole blood by analyzing both phycoerythrin-GPIb fluorescence at 585 nm and light-scattering profile. The surface expression of activation markers on a population of 5000 platelets was determined by the fluorescence intensity of the FITC label at 515 nm. The threshold for platelet activation was set at 2% for CD62P and CD63 and 5% for PAC-1 with the first systemic blood sample of each patient. The threshold for platelets with reduced expression of GPIb was arbitrarily set at 10%. Surface expressions of CD62P, CD63, PAC-1 and GPIb were compared with those in the first systemic blood sample. Data are expressed as the percentage of platelets with decreased (GPIb) or increased (CD62P, CD63, PAC-1) expression with respect to these arbitrary thresholds. Thus subpopulations of activated platelets may become apparent. The data are also expressed as MFI, as an indicator of the antigen expression of the total platelet population.

**Statistical analysis.** Comparisons within groups were assessed with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and comparisons between groups were assessed with the Mann-Whitney U test with SPSS for Windows version 5.1 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, Ill.).

**RESULTS**

**Clinical results.** No complications occurred during or after the operation. The demographic data from the patients were as follows: six male and one female patient, mean age 65 years (range 47 to 72 years), mean CPB time 94 minutes (range 45 to 158 minutes), mean aortic crossclamp time 47 minutes (range 21 to 72 minutes), and mean postoperative blood loss within 24 hours after arrival at the intensive care unit 907 ml (range 435 to 1865 ml).
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Figure 1. Expression of GPIb in systemic blood (open bars) and in pericardial blood (hatched bars) during CPB. A, MFI, as an indicator of the activation status of the total platelet population (n = 7, mean ± standard deviation). B, Percentage of platelets with decreased GPIb expression. The threshold for platelets with reduced expression was arbitrarily set at 10% for the first systemic blood sample (n = 7, mean ± standard deviation). Significant differences from sample point 1 are represented by * (p < 0.05) and ** (p < 0.01).

Platelet activation analysis. Figure 1 (A) shows the expression of GPIb on the platelet surface, as assessed by the MFI, as a measure for the mean surface antigen density. In systemic blood the MFI of GPIb decreased by 10% at the start of CPB (sample point 2; p = 0.03), 30% before release of the aortic crossclamp (sample point 3, p = 0.04), and 15% at the end of CPB (sample point 4; p = 0.35). The MFI of GPIb in pericardial blood at sample point 2 decreased by 50% versus (systemic) sample point 1 (p = 0.003), 51% before release of the aortic crossclamp (sample point 3; p = 0.009), and 41% at the end of CPB just before the start of protamine (sample point 4, p = 0.05).

To investigate the possibility that the observed decrease in GPIb expression was mainly caused by extensive activation of only a subpopulation of the platelets, the percentage of platelets with reduced expression of GPIb was measured. The threshold was arbitrarily set at 10% of the total population with the first systemic blood sample of each patient. All subsequent blood samples were compared with this first blood sample. Figure
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1 (B) shows that the number of platelets with reduced expression of GPIb in systemic blood increased from the arbitrary 10% (sample point 1) to 21% (sample point 2; \( p = 0.35 \)), 27% (sample point 3; \( p = 0.02 \)) and 24% (sample point 4; \( p = 0.04 \)). In pericardial blood the number of platelets with reduced expression of GPIb increased to 55% (sample point 2; \( p = 0.001 \)), 58% (sample point 3; \( p = 0.001 \)), and 43% (sample point 4; \( p = 0.001 \)). These findings closely paralleled the observed decrease in expression of GPIb seen as MFI, indicating that the decreased MFI is a feature of the whole platelet population and not of a subpopulation.

In parallel, the expressions of the activation markers CD62P, CD63, and PAC-1 were studied (Table I). To our surprise, no increased expression was observed, not even in pericardial blood, in which we had expected platelets to be strongly activated.

**Table I.** Expression of CD62P, CD63 and PAC-1 in systemic and pericardial blood

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MoAb</th>
<th>Systemic blood</th>
<th>Pericardial blood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD62P (MFI)</td>
<td>5.4 ± 2.7</td>
<td>8.0 ± 9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD62P (% act. plt.)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.4 ± 4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD63 (MFI)</td>
<td>7.6 ± 3.5</td>
<td>8.7 ± 6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD63 (% act. plt.)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.9 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAC-1 (MFI)</td>
<td>12.7 ± 9.1</td>
<td>13.4 ± 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAC-1 (% act. plt.)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>9.2 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are presented as mean ± SD. *MoAb*, Monoclonal antibody; *% act. plt.*, % activated platelets.

**DISCUSSION**

As in most other studies, we found a decrease in expression of GPIb in systemic blood (10% to 30%). In pericardial blood this expression decreased approximately 50%. It may seem surprising that we did not notice a subpopulation of platelets with a GPIb surface
expression reduced by 50% in the systemic circulation as a result of return of the pericardial blood during the operation. During our study, however, which involved routine operations in patients at low risk, the amount of pericardial blood returned to the patient was approximately 0.5 L. Because pericardial blood is diluted about tenfold, this is comparable to approximately 50 ml undiluted whole blood. When returned into the systemic circulation, the number of platelets that originated from pericardial blood would be 1% of the total platelet population or less, which is too low to be accurately detected by flow cytometry. Alternatively, the absence of such a subpopulation may be caused either by adsorption of platelets to the surface of the extracorporeal circuit or by clearance by the liver and the reticuloendothelial system. Conversely, such a small volume of platelets from the pericardial blood can not cause the reduced GPIb expression detected on the platelets in the systemic circulation. This would imply that the platelets in the circulation also become affected by nonpericardial processes. In more complicated operations, larger blood volumes are being collected in the pericardial cavity and are returned into the patient; thus they may become more important for the overall systemic blood platelet activation analyses.

In this study we incubated the platelets in whole blood for 30 minutes at room temperature, with the antibodies added before fixation. Although this method optimizes the detection of all platelets present, it may lead to some underestimation of the GPIb disappearance. Michelson and colleagues\(^{18,19}\) reported that plasmin and thrombin at 37°C decrease GPIb expression as much as 30% to 50% and 20% to 50% of the initial value, respectively. After inactivation of the plasmin or thrombin, platelets can replenish their surface GPIb from an intraplatelet pool as much as 75% to 80% and 70% to 90% of the initial value, respectively. Still, we chose the method of antibody incubation before instead of after fixation because the latter method requires isolation of the fixed platelets before incubation with antibodies. This isolation may result in major loss of platelets, with high risk of losing subpopulations. In addition, the fixative changes the epitopes and thus necessitates use of different antibodies.\(^{16}\)

The mechanism behind the disappearance of GPIb remains to be established. For instance, whether proteolysis of GPIb occurs in whole blood is unknown, because the in vitro experiments from Michelson and colleagues\(^{18,19}\) were performed with high
concentrations of plasmin and washed platelets, in the absence of plasmin inhibitors. Similar findings were reported for cathepsin G, which reduced the expression of GPIb in a washed platelet system but not in whole blood.\textsuperscript{20} Compared with systemic blood, pericardial blood contains relatively high concentrations of the thrombin-antithrombin III complex, tissue plasminogen activator, and fibrin degradation products, indicating that especially in pericardial blood both thrombin and plasmin are generated despite anticoagulation with heparin.\textsuperscript{12,13,21} Whether thrombin, plasmin or both are responsible for the disappearance of GPIb in pericardial blood is a subject for further investigation.

The clinical relevance of GPIb disappearance during CPB remains under debate. To determine the role of GPIb under flow conditions, we recently performed experiments with whole blood from healthy volunteers under flow conditions in which GPIb had been partially "knocked out" by a monoclonal antibody or by internalization after stimulation of the thrombin receptor. As much as 50% to 60% disappearance of GPIb did not affect platelet adhesion under flow conditions on various substrates, such as collagen type III and von Willebrand factor.\textsuperscript{22} These findings are in line with the absence of bleeding complications in patients heterozygous for Bernard-Soulier disease and indeed question the functional consequences of GPIb disappearance for platelet adherence during CPB in patients at low risk. On the other hand, because GPIb functions not only as a platelet adhesion receptor but also as a high-affinity receptor for thrombin, it is possible that a partial disappearance of GPIb affects platelet activation by thrombin.\textsuperscript{23,24}

In this study no changes were found in expression of the activation markers CD62P, CD63, and PAC-1. The absence of an increase in expression of CD62P may be explained by the subsequent release of this receptor from the surface of activated platelets, as shown recently by Michelson and coworkers.\textsuperscript{25} In addition, Santoso and associates\textsuperscript{26} described receptor capping upon platelet stimulation in washed platelets as a result of incubation of unfixed platelets with specific monoclonal antibodies against GPIIb-IIIa. We cannot exclude the possibility that receptor capping also occurs in whole blood; however, it does not prevent the detection of platelet activation, as shown by the response of blood from healthy volunteers on stimulation (see Material and Methods). On the other hand, the binding of the monoclonal antibody PAC-1 may be preceded by binding of fibrinogen, making this GPIIb-IIIa conformation inaccessible to PAC-1. At present we do
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not have an explanation for the absence of an increased CD63 expression, except by assuming that extensive platelet activation with the associated secretory reaction is evidently absent.

Taken together, the data indicate that the GPIb molecules disappear in part from the platelet surface in the systemic blood, and more notably in the pericardial blood, without signs of extensive platelet activation.
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